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Thermal Cut-off 155731 Series
One-shot Thermal Fuse with Ceramic Housing

Description: Thermal fuse equipped with melt solder insert in ceramic housing.
Upon reaching the preset temperature the solder will melt and break the electric circuit. It is a single-operation device that
cannot be reset.
The electric terminals are insulated from the base plate to enable the fuse to be fixed directly on the surface of the heated
part which is to be controlled.
The melt solder is placed directly on the aluminium base plate exhibiting a fast response to temperature changes.
The raised sides of the insulating body offer a high degree of protection to the interior components. Due to the open frame
design appropriate care is required to ensure that the interior components of the thermal fuse will not be damaged.
Compliant with EN 60 691 for use in resistive circuits in normal atmosphere only.

Application: When properly used, as a safety device to break an electric circuit permanently, e.g. in coffeemakers, irons, deep fat fryers,
etc.

Specifications: Approvals: VDE / cURus
Rated voltage: 240VAC
Rated current: 15A res.
Interrupting current: 22,5A res.
Tracking resistance of
base material: PTI 250

Temperatures: Part-number TF TH (VDE) TH (UL) TM

    240611 206°C –10K 180°C 170°C 500°C
    240612 229°C –10K 205°C 195°C 500°C
    240613 260°C –10K 230°C 220°C 500°C
    240614 298°C –10K 260°C 250°C 500°C
    240615 318°C –10K 280°C 270°C 500°C

Terminals: Faston terminal 6.3x0.8mm compliant with EN 61210, other terminals on request

Note: In addition to the standard design, as specified above, this thermal fuse can also be provided with a variety of electrical
terminals, different angular terminal positions and various mounting options, when ordered in large quantity >5000 pcs.

TF  = Rated functioning
temperature

TH  = Holding temperature,
should not be exceeded
in the application under
normal operating
conditions

TM  = Maximum temperature
limit, must not be
exceeded after tripping
of fuse


